OB Truck - Expanding

4Single side expanding coach on 11 – 12 meter frame
44 separate rooms
8Audio production room for 3
8Video Production room for 8
8Technical operations room for 3
8Cargo room
4Dual entry positions to the operational area
4Independent entry and loading / unloading
platform for Cargo area
44 Heavy duty stabilizing jacks
4Has half height racks under video PCR
main desk
4Has full height racks behind technical desk
4Option to have 40 KVA 3 Phase vehicle
engine driven alternator
42+1 10 KVA UPS system for continuous
20 KVA power
4Dual redundant air conditioning system
2 x 30 k BTU
4Has separate diesel heating system
for winter, allows equipment to be
cooled by air-conditioning system
while heating operational areas
4Designed for diverse production
styles
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OB Truck - Expanding
Single side expanding coach is a very typical coach design for broadcast applications. Our approach to this style
is to bring additional functions without compromising operational space. One of our unique design features is utilizing PTO outputs of truck gearboxes to drive high power alternators through trucks own engine. By this approach
we can utilize a space under the truck chassis and integrate generator function to the truck without losing space.
This type coach provides comfortable operational space for 12 cameras and when needed can be loaded with
16 cameras as well. Having three independent operational areas with Audio and Technical having easy access to
entry doors without needing to through video PCR reduces disruption to directors attentions and helps creating
better shows.

SRTEK’s journey as a company started in 2009 as equipment
supplier to professional audio and video industry where as
the people inside started broadcast field back in the 1990s.
Over the years supply turned into solutions and eventually
solutions turned into manufacturing our own designs at our
own factory. Today we do all our design and manufacturing
in house having control over the whole manufacturing
process.
Over time we have experienced so many issues and problems together with our customers. Part of being a Systems
Integrator is to understand our customer and finding solutions
to those issues so that both our customer and we can move
forward.
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